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Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.DUNMORE EAST, CO. WATERFORD ( Black White
Edition) The Story of Dunmore East As far back as the Iron Age people established a promontory
fort overlooking the sea at Shanoon (referred to in 1832 as meaning the Old Camp but more likely
Canon Power s Sean Uaimh, Old Cave ) at a point known for centuries as Black Nobb, where the old
pilot station now stands in Dunmore East. Hence forth referred to as Dun Mor, the Great Fort. In
1812 a decision was made at Westminster to create an entirely new landing point for passengers
and mail coming to Ireland from London and southern England. The location selected was
Dunmore East and 118,000 was set aside for the erection of a pier there. In 1814 dramatic changes
took place when Alexander Nimmo, the Scottish engineer (builder of Limerick s Sarsfield Bridge)
commenced work on the new harbour at Dunmore to accommodate the packet station for ships,
which carried the Royal Mail between England and Ireland. The work consisted mainly of a massive
pier or quay with an elegant lighthouse at the...
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It is really an awesome pdf that I actually have actually study. It really is basic but excitement from the 50 % of the publication. I am delighted to inform
you that here is the greatest book i have read through within my individual existence and can be he finest publication for actually.
-- Mr s. Ya sm ine Cr ona-- Mr s. Ya sm ine Cr ona

It is great and fantastic. Yes, it really is engage in, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. You can expect to like how the author write this pdf.
-- Rom a  Pr oha ska  MD-- Rom a  Pr oha ska  MD
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